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INTRODUCTION 

 

Mandate NGO presents the findings of the monitoring of the work performed by the NA of the 

5th convocation in the 7th session. The summary was prepared by putting together the 

journalistic observations, analytical reviews by experts and data generated by the statistical 

application of the parliamentmonitoring.am website. 

The report contains 5 sections. The first section sums up the general tendencies and indicators of 

the parliament performance during the 7th session and presents information on legislative 

initiatives by NA factions and their level of engagement.  

The Legislation section covers the distinctive features of the legislative process over the spring 

session and the monitoring results concerning several of the legislative packages adopted. The 

NA Oversight section looks into the functions of oversight by the NA. The 

communications/reports presented over the session were reviewed against procedures set by law 

and from the perspective of effectiveness of parliamentary discussions.  

The results of the work performed by the Ethics Committee set up in the National Assembly of 

the 5th convocation are summed up as well. For the first time we looked into the practice of 

parliamentary hearings from the perspective of its effectiveness and impact. 

The final, Appendix section of the report contains expert analytical reviews. 
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NA 5th CONVOCATON, 7th SESSION  

 

 

Session in figures 

During the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation 7 four-day and 3 

extraordinary sittings were held. Following the end of the session another 3 extraordinary 

sessions were convened. All of the extraordinary sittings and sessions were initiated by the 

government. 

The parliament adopted 112 laws (53 legislative initiatives), with only 6 being “mother” laws, 

and 106 being amendments and additions to the operating laws. 10 of the adopted laws are 

authored by NA deputies and 102 by the RA Government. More than half of the laws, 61, 

were adopted over the extraordinary sittings (19) and sessions (42). 

Most of the adopted laws (45) concern the state and legal affairs. 23 are amendments to the 

economic, 8 to social and 6 to the defense laws. 

 Over the 7th session the NA ratified 17 international treaties, adopted 2 statements, approved 

the 2015 work plan of the Control Chamber, the Annual Performance report for the 2014 

State Budget, heard the 2015 Annual Work plans of PSRC and SCPEC, the communication on 

the work of the RA Prosecutor's Office for 2014, the conclusion of the ad-hoc committee 

inquiring into the work of the gas supply system in the RA, as well as reports for the Control 

Chamber and NCTR for 2013.  

1 initiative was declined: it was a draft statement authored by the ANC and PAP faction 

deputies on the emerged governance crisis in the RA.  

Around 250 questions included on the agenda of the NA 7th session and around 200 draft 

laws already circulated were not included on the agenda of the session. 

 



Noteworthy facts about the session 

Legislation 

 Staying true to the formed tradition the parliament adopted more laws during the 

extraordinary sittings and the sessions than over the entire regular session. 61 out of 112 

laws were adopted in the extraordinary sittings and sessions. 

 The majority of the agreements ratified during the session are loan agreements. The 

combined amount of the 5 agreements ratified over the extraordinary sessions held in 

June and July exceeds 600 million dollars. 

 The parliament amended the Law on Public Debt: the concept of public debt was 

redefined as governmental debt creating an opportunity to attract additional funds 

without going over the limits set by law.  

 In the 7th session, for the first time, the RA Chief Prosecutor presented to the NA a 

communication on the work of the prosecution over the previous year. 

 Over the session only one draft authored by ANC and PAP factions, a draft statement on 

governance crisis in the RA, was discussed and turned down in a vote.  

 The inclusion of 7 drafts authored by the oppositional ANC, Heritage and RoLP faction 

deputies on the agenda of the 7th session was postponed for up to 1 year and the inclusion 

of another 2 was declined in a vote. 

 Committees  

 During the session the most sittings (10) were held by 3 out of 12 NA Standing 

committees. These were the committees on Foreign Relations, on State and Legal Affairs 

and Economic Affairs. Over the session 3 committees, namely on Healthcare, Agriculture 

and European integration affairs, held only 1 sitting each. 

 4 out of 12 NA standing committees, those on social affairs, science and education, 

agriculture and environment, protection of human rights and public affairs, did not hold 

any parliamentary hearings over the session, thus basically failing the requirement of the 

NA Rules of Procedure.  

  In the 7th session the Ethics Committee had a record figure for unprecedented idle time: 

it did not receive any applications, did not hold a sitting and issued no decisions. 



 The ad-hoc committee inquiring into the issues of the gas supply sector summarized the 

findings of the 1-year long study and presented a conclusion to the parliament. By the 

decision of the NA the standing committee on Economic Affairs was given the 

monitoring function over the implementation of recommendations contained in the 

conclusion. 

Factions 

 During the session the PAP declared they were becoming opposition. 11 deputies left the 

party and 3 of them elected through a majoritarian vote also left the faction. 

 With PAP becoming opposition the makeup of the faction changed. De jure the faction 

has 33 members but the Prosperous Armenia Party is represented in the parliament by 22 

deputies. While the rest continue working in the faction they act as independent 

deputies not willing to relinquish their mandate.  

 The trilateral cooperation format of the parliamentary non-ruling forces, PAP-ANC-

Heritage, ceased to exist. The trio did not come up with any joint initiative during the 

session. 

 The Rule of Law faction with its 5 members has recorded an unprecedented engagement 

figure in the session under review: 109 questions, 105 speeches whereas, for instance in 

the 3rd session, when the party was still a coalition member, the faction deputies came up 

with only 24 questions and speeches.  

 

 

 

The unprecedented active involvement of RoLP in the parliamentary discussions has 

certain artificial elements. To determine the usual level of involvement of the faction, 

the RoLP's indicators need to be compared not only to the “coalition” period, but also 

to those recorded in the previous sessions. In the 5th session the RoLP deputies had 

102 questions and speeches, in the 6th session this figure came down to 83, and over 

the 7th session it nearly tripled equaling the figures for the parliamentary majority 

with its 70 deputies.  



Tendencies or behind the figures 

 The level of proactiveness of the parliament in the law-making work remained the same 

compared to the previous session. The NA/Government ratio of legislative initiatives in the 

7th session is 10/90 as was in the previous one. 

 

                          

 In the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation the parliamentary 

majority, the Republican faction, adhered to its voting logic. The votes against, like in the 

previous session, are in the range of 1% and concern the initiatives by the opposition only. 

                  

 According to the statistics of questions and speeches in the period under review the 

Republican (217 questions and speeches) and RoLP (214 questions and speeches) factions 



had the highest indicators, with the lowest performance by the ARF (47 questions and 

speeches). However, if we adjust these numbers based on the size of the factions, it will turn 

out that on average each deputy from RPA, the largest NA faction asked questions or made 

speeches 3 times, from PAP 7 times, from ARF 9 times, the from ANC 19 times, from 

Heritage 20 times and from the RoLP 40 times. 

 Compared to the previous session the parliament as a whole was more active. During the 

legislative discussions in the 7th session 877 questions and speeches were heard, whereas in 

the previous session this figure was 521. 

 Instead, the number of “silent” deputies increased. 74 out of 131 deputies did not participate 

in the discussions over the draft laws compared to 67 in the previous session. 42 out of 70 

RPA deputies did not ask questions or make speeches while this figure for PAP is 25 out of 

33 deputies.  

          

 According to ParliamentMonitoring.am statistics the faction with the most votes in favor 

during th 7th session is the RPA, with the Heritage having the most votes against. The ARF 

has abstained the most and PAP was absent and did not vote the most.  

 The top absentee of the 7th session is deputy Gagik Tsarukyan. The RPA faction deputy 

Mnatsakan Mnatsakanyan has voted in favor the most, with Nikol Pashinyan from ANC 

voting against the most, and Aghvan Vardanyan from ARF abstaining the most. The RoLP 



faction leader Heghine Bisharyan is the most active in terms of the number of questions and 

speeches.  

 ARF faction deputy Artsvik Minasyan continues to head the list of top ten most active 

deputies in all 7 sessions of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation collectively, Gagik 

Tsarukyan heads the list of the top absentees and Nikol Pashinyan is at the top of the list of 

deputies who have voted against the most. 

 

NA FACTIONS 

Proactiveness, level of engagement 

Republican faction  
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Over the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation the RPA authored 18 

legislative initiatives. 6 were adopted in full. 5 of the adopted laws were authored by the RPA 

together with other forces (4 of them concerned the Genocide Centennial). 9 legislative 

initiatives authored by the faction deputies in the 7th session were included on the agenda of the 

4-day sitting, the inclusion of 1 was postponed for up to 1 year. 

The RPA has 18 legislative initiatives, circulated but not included on the agenda and only 5 of 

them were authored by the faction during the 7th session. The NA agenda has 33 draft laws 

authored by the RPA and 6 of those were written in the 7th session. 



According to parliamentmonitoring.am website statistics during the 7th session:  

Khosrov Harutyunyan was the deputy with most questions asked (25) and speeches made (21) 

from the RPA. The faction deputy with the most votes in favor (84) is Mnatsakan 

Mnatsakanyan. Around 2 dozen RPA members voted in favor 82-83 times. Ashot Aghababyan 

did not participate in any vote over a draft law. He is also the top absentee from the RPA (68 

instances). 5 deputies from the faction have voted against 2 times, the rest did it once. The only 

one who has abstained in the vote is Garegin Nushikyan (1). Mher Sedrakyan (19) is the one 

who has not voted the most. 

The list of top ten deputies with the most votes in favor over the NA 5th convocation is made 

solely of RPA members headed by Razmik Zohrabyan. No RPA member is represented in the 

top ten lists of the deputies with the most votes against and abstaining. The only RPA member 

in the list of top ten absentees is Karen Karapetyan, and the only one in the top ten of the most 

active deputies is Khosrov Harutyunyan.  

                  

 

Over the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation only 1 draft law authored 

by PAP deputies was passed (first reading). The faction or the deputies representing it have 

become co-authors of another 4 adopted laws (pertaining to the Genocide Centennial). 

The jointly initiated draft statement on the governance crisis by PAP and ANC factions included 

on the agenda of the four-day sittings back in the 6th session through an extraordinary procedure 

was discussed and declined. 



The PAP has 14 circulated draft laws, not included on the agenda yet. 8 were written during the 

7th session. 8 draft laws authored by the PAP are on the NA large agenda, with 3 of them written 

during the 7th session.  

According to parliamentmonitoring.am website statistics during the 7th session:  

The deputy from PAP faction with the most speeches made (33) and most questions asked (28) is 

Mikayel Melkumyan. Bazmaser Arakelyan has voted in favor the most (58 instances). Elinar 

Vardanyan abstained the most (22 instances), Tigran Urikhanyan voted against the most (18 

instances). Abraham Manukyan (36 instances) did not vote the most and Gagik Tsarukyan is the 

top absentee (84 instances). 

Tsarukyan heads the list of top ten absentees over the entire 5th convocation. This list includes 

another 5 PAP deputies. The PAP is not represented in the lists of top ten deputies voting in 

favor or against the most, the list of top ten deputies abstaining the most has 3 PAP members 

and Mikayel Melkumyan is the only PAP member who made the list of top ten most active 

deputies.  

                    

Over the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation the ANC faction authored 

10 legislative initiatives (7 of them authored by Hrant Bagratyan). Only one, jointly authored by 

the RPA, ARF, and RoLP factions and Hrant Bagratyan was adopted. One of the drafts was 

included on the agenda of the four-day sitting while the inclusion of another 4 was postponed 

for up to 1 year and another one was declined in a vote (a draft decision on removing Serzh 

Sargsyan from office authored by Nikol Pashinyan).  



The draft statement on the governance crisis included on the agenda of the four-day sittings 

back in the 6th session through an extraordinary procedure was discussed and declined (authored 

by ANC and PAP). 

The ANC has 5 legislative initiatives circulated but not included on the agenda yet, with 3 of 

them written in the 7th session. The faction is the co-author of another 8 circulated drafts.  

According to parliamentmonitoring.am website statistics during the 7th session:  

Nikol Pashinyan is the ANC faction deputy with the most votes in favor (39 instances) and 

against (33 instances). Stepan Demirchyan abstained the most (25 instances). Lyudmila Sargsyan 

is the deputy that voted the least (18 instances). Hrant Bagratyan was absent the most (46 

instances) and he is also the one from ANC with the most questions asked (16). Levon Zurabyan 

made the most speeches (16 instances). 

The ANC is not represented in the lists of top ten deputies with the most votes in favor and top 

ten absentees over the 5th convocation. The list of top ten deputies who abstained the most has 

only Gagik Jhangiryan while the list of top ten deputies with the most votes against has 5 ANC 

faction members. 

                   

 Over the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation the Heritage faction 

authored 10 legislative initiatives. 4 of them, written jointly with other factions, were adopted. 

They concerned the Genocide Centennial.  

The inclusion of the draft decision (on Cruel murders in Gyumri on January 12) authored by 

Zaruhi Postanjyan on the session agenda was declined in a vote. Another draft authored by the 



deputy on the activity of Surik Khachatryan, the marzpet of Syunik has not been circulated by 

the NA president for already 2 sessions. 

The faction has 13 legislative initiatives that are circulated but not included on the agenda yet, 5 

of them authored in the 7th session, and is a co-author in another 2 drafts.  

6 drafts by Heritage, submitted in the previous sessions are on the NA agenda.  

According to parliamentmonitoring.am website statistics during the 7th session:  

Heritage faction deputy with the most votes in favor (37 instances) and the most questions asked 

(26 instances) and speeches made (27 instances) is Tevan Poghosyan. Zaruhi Postanjyan is the 

one with the most votes against (33 instances) and most instances of not voting (9). Aleksandr 

Arzumanyan has abstained the most (20 instances) and Ruben Hakobyan is the top absentee (24 

instances). 

The Heritage faction is not represented in the list of top ten deputies who have voted in favor 

the most over the 5th convocation. The list of top ten absentees has only Zaruhi Postanjyan from 

Heritage, the list of top ten deputies voting against has 4 faction deputies, and the list of top ten 

most active deputies has Tevan Poghosyan representing the Heritage.  

                

 

2 legislative initiatives authored by the ARF faction were adopted in the 7th session of the 

National Assembly of the 5th convocation. The ARF is also the co-author of another 3 laws 

adopted over the session.  



The NA agenda has 4 drafts authored by ARF in different sessions. It is also the co-author of 

another 3 drafts, which are circulated but are not included on the agenda yet.  

According to parliamentmonitoring.am website statistics during the 7th session:  

Mikayel Manukyan is the deputy with the most votes in favor (32 instances) and against (7 

instances) in ARF faction. Aghvan Vardanyan has abstained the most (41 instances). Armen 

Babayan (40 instances) has been absent the most during the session. The deputy with the most 

questions asked (22 instances) and speeches made (20 instances) is Artsvik Minasyan.  

The ARF is not represented in the list of top ten deputies with the most votes in favor over the 

5th convocation. The list of top ten deputies who abstained the most has 4 ARF members. The 

only ARF representative in the list of top ten absentees is Armen Babayan. The list of top ten 

deputies voting against the most has only Artsvik Minasyan from ARF who also heads the list of 

the top ten most active deputies.  

                       

Over the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation 4 of the adopted laws have a 

RoLP deputy as a co-author. All draft laws concern the Genocide. 

The inclusion of 3 RoLP-authored drafts on the session agenda was postponed for up to 1 year. 

4 drafts authored by RoLP submitted in the previous session are included on the NA agenda. 

The RoLP has 20 legislative initiatives circulated but not included on the agenda yet. Only 3 of 

them were authored during the 7th session.  

 



According to parliamentmonitoring.am website statistics during the 7th session:  

The deputy from the RoLP faction with the most questions asked (39) and the most votes against 

(12 instances) is Hovhannes Margaryan, and the deputy with the most speeches (39 instances) 

and the most votes in favor (37 instances) is Heghine Bisharyan. The deputy who was absent the 

most (20 instances) and did not vote the most (8 instances) is Mher Shahgeldyan.  

The lists of top ten absentees and the deputies voting in favor, against or abstaining the most 

over the 5th convocation of the parliament do not have RoLP representatives. The list of top ten 

most active deputies has 3 RoLP members.  

Political strokes of the session  

On February 12, 2015 the RPA party leader and RA President Serzh Sargsyan made a speech in 

the RPA political council stating the need to remove the NA PAP faction leader Gagik 

Tsarukyan from political arena. It was pivotal for the change in the balance of political forces, 

the role of the opposition and level of political engagement. The key in the presidential address 

was not so much his views on the political ambitions or personal “merits” of the PAP leader but 

rather the indirect instructions to the legislature and the executive to take measures against 

Tsarukyan, the deputy and businessman, that would lead to legal consequences.  

RA President “recommended”: 

 ascertaining the grounds for Gagik Tsarukyan’s absences from the NA sittings and 

practically initiating a process of termination of his deputy mandate, 

 verifying the information on tax evasion by business entities owned by the businessman 

Tsarukyan, through concealing/not paying billions of drams in taxes and presenting it as 

charity contributions, 

 checking the information about “setting up mechanism to masterfully cover the 

numerous criminal acts” and follow up on it. 

 

A few days following this statement Gagik Tsarukyan citing “the need to avoid bloody clashes 

with the ruling power” announced his resignation as PAP president and his departure from 

politics.  

 

 



The impact of Tsarukyan's political isolation on the PAP faction and the non-ruling segment 

Gagik Tsarukyan's decision to leave politics led to the decline in the weight and role of the 

second largest faction in the parliament. On March 5, 2015 following the 8th extraordinary 

plenum of the PAP, 11 deputies left the party. 3 of them who were elected as deputies through a 

majoritarian vote also left the PAP faction. The rest, though formally remaining in the faction, 

are not restricted by its political decisions and act as independent deputies. The maintenance of 

the formal membership status in the faction is due to the unwillingness to relinquish the deputy 

mandate. So, basically the PAP party itself is represented in the parliament by only 22 deputies. 

With PAP founding leader's political isolation the second largest party represented in the 

parliament as a result of the 2012 elections divided and lost its weight.  

From the very beginning of the 7th session it was clear that the forces representing the minority, 

the ANC, the Heritage, ARF and PAP, which had the format of a so-called “quartet” over the 

previous 2 sessions (a “trio” after the 6th session), lost the ability to represent a united front built 

on consensus-based decisions. A simple comparison shows a drop in the level of proactiveness 

and engagement of the opposition. 

 5 out of 7 extraordinary sittings/sessions convened in the 6th session were initiated by the 

forces representing the political minority, separately or jointly. No sitting or session was 

convened by the forces representing the minority in the 7th session.  

 in the 6th session the deputies representing the non-ruling factions exercised 4 times their 

right to hold a discussion by an extraordinary procedure stated in Article 104.2 of the 

Law on the NA Rules of Procedure, while in the 7th session no such initiative was noted. 

 In February of 2014 all 4 non-ruling forces joined the initiative to set up an NA ad-hoc 

committee studying the gas supply sector. In the 7th session, however, Heritage and ANC 

separately made one attempt each to set up an NA ad-hoc committee which were not 

supported by any other force so they were unsuccessful. 

 If during the previous sessions the NA non-ruling factions directed their criticism and 

objections mostly at the government or the draft laws initiated and submitted by the 

deputies representing the NA majority, thus fighting in the classical minority-majority 

political domain, in the 7th session this fight was mostly carried out among the non-ruling 

forces accompanied by the practice of declining each other's initiatives and exchanging 

accusations and insults. 

 



 

The matter of absences and responsibility  

 

The public was not given an opportunity to learn how the NA President “addressed” the issue of 

rechecking Tsarukyan’s grounds for absence and once again determining they were valid. The 

question of holding Tsarukyan responsible was not raised in the parliament and the deputy 

continued holding his mandate not anyhow participating in the work of the parliament in the 

7th session.  

The question of Gagik Tsarukyan's absences brought into the spotlight the issue of transparency 

and objectivity of the process of determining the validity of deputies' absences. Clause 3 of 

Article 99 of the Law on NA Rules of Procedure prescribes the grounds for recognizing the 

absences excusable: submission of a temporary disability form, duty trip, criminal persecution, a 

statement on not participating in the vote, official note on the reasons for absence to the 

president of the National Assembly within 4 days following the vote or within 15 days after the 

end of the regular session. 

The issue of declaring the absences valid in case of the last two grounds prescribed in the Rules 

of Procedure, is essentially left at the personal discretion of the NA president, since the grounds 

making the absences inexcusable are not stated. Apart from this, the process of announcing the 

absences excusable or not by the NA president is not sufficiently transparent and it is hard from 

a public oversight perspective to understand how credible the documents presented are or what 

the NA President’s motives and grounds are. On one hand this gives the NA President room to 

maneuvre, on the other creates mistrust due to using the factor of absences for personal or 

political purposes.  

The issue would be significantly resolved, if during the previous 2 years the NA took real action 

to execute the decision by the Constitutional Court of April 16, 2013. This decision declared 

According to parliamentmonitoring.am statistics Gagik Tsarukyan was absent from all 529 

votes in the 7th session, which is the worst figure ever recorded for him. The deputy is not 

only the top absentee for the session, but also that for the entire convocation. Following 

Tsarukyan's announcement on leaving politics the question of absences was not discussed 

over the session, and the previous absences (following the RA President’s famous statement 

of February 12 on “measures to stop the absurd situation and the unacceptably disrespectful 

attitude toward the legislature”) were found to have a valid excuse. 



certain clauses of the law on NA Rules of Procedure anticonstitutional and void. They stated 

that the parliament shall take a vote on the issue of termination of mandate due to absences 

without valid excuse. According to the decision in case of absences without valid excuse from 

over one half of the votes during 1 regular session the deputy's mandate is deemed terminated 

by force of law based on the appropriate record. The decision of the Constitutional Court 

obliged the parliament to make amendments and additions to the NA Rules of Procedure 

accordingly. This requirement has not been implemented to this day. 

 

NA OVERSIGHT 

 

Oversight is one of the key functions of the parliament stated in the supreme law of the 

country. The authority vested in the parliament by the Constitution arises from the 

fundamental principle of separation of branches of government and checks and balances, 

implying also the parliament’s great responsibility in performing this function. The NA 

approves programs and reports, ratifies international conventions, intergovernmental treaties 

and agreements and appoints senior officials. So, the parliament is vested with the authority by 

the Constitution to have and express its position in all important state matters. Now, how this 

authority has been traditionally exercised is a different question. 

It is important to know what legal mechanisms are in place to effectively perform the 

parliament's function of oversight. The answer is the same: at this point the oversight by the 

National Assembly is primarily of formal nature, since the procedures for presentation of 

reports-communications mostly imply the authority of the parliament to merely “take into 

consideration”. In other, much fewer cases, when the National Assembly is vested with 

significant levers of oversight (Program of the Government, approval of budget performance 

During the 7th session the National Assembly of the 5th convocation ratified 17 international 

treaties, adopted two statements, approved the work plan of the Control Chamber for 2015, 

the 2014 state budget performance annual report, took into consideration the PSRC and 

SCPEC annual work plans for 2015, the communication on the activity of the RA 

Prosecutor’s Office in 2014, the conclusion of the ad-hoc committee studying the work of 

the gas supply system in Armenia as well as the reports of the Control Chamber and NCTR 

for 2013.  



report, etc.), the conduct of the political majority of the parliament neutralizes this opportunity 

and shows unwavering trust towards the executive. 

During the 7th session as well the NA performed one of its key functions, that is oversight, not 

fully and with low effectiveness. The traditional weaknesses and faults of the parliament 

manifested themselves once again. Certain initiatives seeking to strengthen the functional role 

of the NA were also noted. In case of success they can contribute to the higher accountability 

of the executive and judicial branches of the government to the parliament.  

The practice of violating the timelines persists  

No improvement is noted with regard to eliminating or minimizing cases when the discussions 

over the reports, communications and programs submitted to the NA take place with violation 

of the timelines set by law. So the review of documents of key significance becomes an end in 

itself while it should ensure public oversight over the implementation of the programs based 

on them.  

Particularly, the NA has taken into consideration the Control Chamber's annual report for 

2013 and the communication of the work of the National Commission of Television and Radio 

for 2013 only in the first semester of 2015. Belated discussions, irrelevant to the realities of the 

reporting period undermined the NA motivation to respond and offer solutions to the issues 

identified in these documents. 

It is obvious that the practice of not observing the timelines will persist in the next session. 

The monetary policy program performance report of the Central Bank for 2014, the 

performance report of the Control Chamber for 2014, the communications of the work of the 

NCTR and Public Television and Radio Board for 2014, the Defender of Human Rights Report 

for 2014 were merely included on the agenda of the four-day sittings by the NA. This means 

that they will be discussed and taken into consideration only in the 8th session at the best. It is 

possible that the practice noted on numerous occasions in the past will repeat itself. This 

means that the NA approves the performance reports of the previous year and the work plans 

for the upcoming year of the state bodies at about the same time breaking the order for their 

discussion and disregarding their cause-and-effect relationships.  

For instance, the monetary policy program of the Central Bank for 2015 which should have 

been approved at the end of 2014, will be discussed only during the next session when the 

implementation of this very program will actually be at its final stage. The main reason for this 

situation is the legislative gap. The Law on NA Rules of Procedure sets out the procedure for 

submission and circulation of the Central Bank's program and report in the NA (Articles 102 



and 103), but does not give a timeline for their discussion in the NA plenary sitting thus 

allowing the parliament to treat it as a discretionary matter.  

On the other hand, the practice shows that the clear regulations still do not guarantee that the 

timeline will be observed. For instance, the parliament took a vote on the work plan of the 

Control Chamber for 2015 only in the 7th session of the 5th convocation, when Article 100 of 

the Law on NA Rules of Procedure states that the draft annual program of the Control 

Chamber shall be submitted to the NA for discussion no later than 60 days prior to the start of 

the budget year, and the discussion of the document starts no later than in the first four-day 

sitting of December of the year prior to the budget year. 

The first discussion of the communication by the Chief Prosecutor in the parliament 

During the 7th session for the first time the RA Chief Prosecutor presented a communication to 

the NA on the work performed by the Prosecutor's office in the previous year.  

The amendments made to the laws on Prosecution and on the Rules of Procedure of the 

National Assembly in March of 2014 required that apart from presentation to the parliament, 

the communication of the Prosecutor's Office on the performance in the previous year be 

discussed also in the NA plenary. The procedure envisages a presentation of the 

communication without accompanying report, a Q&A session and exchange of ideas. It is 

taken into consideration without putting it up for a vote.  

Despite the fact that the Law on NA Rules of Procedure does not specify timelines for 

presenting the communication for discussion (unlike the case of putting into circulation), it 

was discussed in an optimal timeframe. 

 

Note: While presenting the communication, the RA Chief Prosecutor focused on the 3 

aspects treated as a matter of priority by him upon taking office: fight against corruption 

and lack of professionalism in the system of prosecution, ensuring political neutrality of the 

prosecutors and getting rid of the environment of impunity. In this context he also 

presented the measures taken with regard to crime prevention, detection, raising the quality 

and efficiency of investigation and preliminary inquiry, protection of the defendant as well 

as the findings of the prosecutorial control over the legality of application of punishment. It 

was noted that even though the overall number of crimes in Armenia in 2014 has decreased 

by 780, that of moderately severe, grave and particularly grave crimes has increased. As one 

of the key issues he pointed out the poor performance and inefficiency of operative-

detective bodies with regard to detection of grave and particularly grave crimes. 



The communication by the Chief Prosecutor was discussed in the NA for nearly an entire four-

day session. Gevorg Kostanyan was asked 24 questions and over twenty speeches were made. 

Such lengthy and thorough discussions normally do not unfold in the NA even over the RA 

draft state budgets. This attention demonstrates the deputies’ interest toward the 

communication and the issues in the system of justice as well as the demand for a higher 

accountability of this key area in the legal and judicial framework.  

Full exercise of the right to hold content-based discussions over the RA Chief Prosecutor’s 

communications gives the NA the opportunity to avoid the formalization of the oversight 

function.  

However, the operating legislation does not entitle the NA to give a political assessment of the 

work of the prosecutor’s office through a vote or any document, despite vesting it with the 

authority to appoint and dismiss the Chief Prosecutor as proposed by the president of the 

country. This constitutional solution is in line with the logic of the fundamental principle of 

ensuring independence of the prosecution, but the issue of the parliament's political 

responsibility for the work of the Chief Prosecutor remains open. In these circumstances the 

NA continues unconditionally executing the presidential decisions on the Chief Prosecutor's 

appointment and dismissal.  

The discussion of the Gas committee's overdue conclusion 

In the 7th session the parliament took into consideration the conclusion of the ad-hoc 

committee studying the work of the gas supply system in Armenia.  

 

 

 

 

 



The conclusion was met with criticism by the NA political minority showing that despite the 

extensive research performed, the committee did not solve the key issue it was tasked with and 

was set up to simply ease the public and political tension built around the ratification of the 

“gas” agreements. The fact that from the very start they opted not to adopt any decision on the 

conclusion and settle for the practice of taking into consideration, attests to this as well.  

The discussion showed that not adopting any document on the conclusion limits the 

opportunities for the NA to initiate steps aimed at removing the violations identified by the 

committee, assessing the consequences and identifying those responsible. 

Based on this the NA non-ruling factions came up with 2 initiatives to ensure that the 

conclusion can now lead to legal consequences. The ANC faction circulated a draft decision 

Note:  The committee had been set up in the wake of the ratification of the Armenian-

Russian “gas” agreements of 2013 and seeking to look into the issues of legitimacy of debt 

accumulation in the amount of $300 million for gas imported from RF to RA in 2011-2013, 

grounds for pricing and the decision to alienate the former share of the RA in 

ArmRusGazProm's charter capital to the Russian side. 

The parliament discussed the conclusion with violation of the timeline set by the decision 

on setting up the committee. In June of 2014 the changes made to that decision extended 

the term of the NA committee til the end of the 6th session in response to the reasoning of 

the committee on the need to carry out additional specialized research to present a more 

argumented and comprehensive conclusion. However, the committee did not present its 

final conclusion in the set time even though it had not come up with a proposal to extend 

the term of the committee earlier.  

The conclusion of the committee based on the research carried out by its 4 sub-groups and 

the report of the head of the ad-hoc committee Vardan Ayvazyan showed that with regard 

to the questions reviewed the committee did not find significant violations in general. It 

considered the size of accumulated debt, as well as the deal of handing over the RA 

Government's share in ArmRusGasProm cjsc to the Russian side as payment to be 

justifiable. The noted violations concern the calculation of gas volume supplied to the 

consumers, test measuring and repair of gas meters, efficiency of investments in the gas 

supply system as well as the methodology of calculation of technological losses. To some 

extent they also deal with the issues of matching up the structure and composition of the 

tariffs to the requirements set by RA legislation. In this regard the committee came up with 

specific remarks and targeted recommendations.  



proposing sending the conclusion of the committee to the RA Prosecutor's Office to start 

criminal action and punish those guilty of them based on the noted facts of abuse. At the same 

time, the Public Services Regulatory Commission was encouraged to examine the issues noted 

and present to the NA an action plan aimed at their resolution as well as reduction in tariffs 

and losses. The parliament did not proceed with this initiative. The reason was the lack of 

political will, even though there was a similar precedent in the NA: in 2013 the NA President 

Hovik Abrahamyan had forwarded the notorious report of the Control Chamber for 2012 to 

the Prosecutor's Office. 

Instead, the NA adopted another decision submitted by the ARF, the Heritage factions and 

independent deputy Edmon Marukyan and supported by the majority for its compromise-

based solutions. According to it the NA standing committee on economic affairs is assigned the 

function of monitoring. Discussions are planned to be held with the competent state bodies 

regulating the field and organizations of the gas supply sector on the recommendations noted 

in the conclusion of the ad-hoc committee. Conclusions on the course of implementation of 

recommendations are to be presented in each upcoming session till the end of the mandate of 

the NA of the current convocation. 

So having removed the question of responsibility for noted violations the NA settled for the 

procedure of following-up on the implementation of recommendations. This gives the 

parliament the status of a mere observer: the decision does not imply any specific influence on 

the process of addressing the violations identified, which in itself undermines the practical 

significance of monitoring.  

This decision by the NA, however, is notable for the mechanism of approval of conclusions. 

This is a unique case when the parliament will take a vote on the question of “taking into 

consideration”. The decline of the decision in the vote equals turning down the conclusion of 

the committee.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NA LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY 

 

Key changes through a special procedure 

Only one of the 3 extraordinary sittings and 3 extraordinary sessions held over the NA 7th 

session was initiated by the parliament and the statement by the NA concerning the Genocide 

Centennial was adopted. For comparison, 5 out of 7 extraordinary sittings/sessions held during 

the previous 6th session were initiated by the parliamentary minority.  

 

The government was consistent in initiating extraordinary sessions and sittings with loaded 

agendas. Without valid grounds many draft laws recognized urgent were submitted to the 

parliament. As a result of the unjustified haste the legislative initiatives were often adopted with 

a violation of legal procedures and requirements causing the discontent of the deputies and 

becoming controversial from the perspective of legality of the adoption of the laws. 

Over the 7 days of the extraordinary session initiated by the government on June 15, 52 

votes were organized, 42 laws were adopted and 7 international agreements were 

ratified. 38 draft laws were discussed through a special procedure in a 24-hour setting. 

The parliament adopted 35 out of them in two readings and 3 in three reading at once. 

Interestingly, a part of the agenda items proposed key changes in the legislative regulations 

concerning the socio-economic, tax and budgetary sectors.  

 

During the 7th session of the National Assembly of the 5th convocation the parliament 

adopted 112 laws (53 legislative initiatives), with only 6 being “mother” laws, and 106 being 

amendments and additions to the operating laws. 10 of the adopted laws are authored by NA 

deputies and 102 by the RA Government. Over half of the laws, 61, were adopted over the 

extraordinary sitting (19) and sessions (42). Most of the adopted laws (45) concern the state 

and legal affairs. 23 are amendments to the economic, 8 to social and 6 to the defense laws. 

Staying true to the formed tradition the parliament adopted more laws during the 

extraordinary sittings and the session than over the entire regular session. 61 out of 112 laws 

were adopted in the extraordinary sittings and sessions. 



Over the June extraordinary session:  

 The draft law envisaging amendments to the Labour Code of the Republic of Armenia 

was adopted in 2 readings. The amendments deal with 56 articles of the code covering 

employment contracts, change in salary, vacation time and a number of other important 

issues. The main novelty is the abolition of the “employment book” concept. The 

government did not present its reasoning on the need to discuss these extensive and 

important amendments over the extraordinary session, especially considering that the 

code adopted in 2004 and effective from 2005 has been amended 17 times over the past 

10 years. Amendments of such extent were also made to the code in 2010.  

 The draft law proposing amendments to the Law on Excise Tax passed the first reading. It 

proposed raising the minimum excise tax rate for tobacco, alcoholic beverages, gasoline 

and diesel fuel, as well as set an excise tax for compressed natural gas used as fuel for 

vehicles. As argued by the Government over the recent years the excise tax rates were 

not adjusted according to the price increase for these goods. The amendments sought to 

harmonize the excise tax rates in Armenia and EAEU member states (since in EAEU 

member states the excise tax rates set for tobacco and alcoholic beverages are several 

times higher than the current rates in Armenia). The draft law proposes raising the excise 

tax by 10 %. The government anticipates around 9 billion drams in budget receipts as a 

result of the raise. 

 

 The draft law envisaging amendments to the Law on Public Debt was discussed and 

adopted in a 24-hour setting. The only amendment proposed replacing the word “public” 

in Articles 5, 7 and 8 of the law adopted in 2008 with the word “government”, and 

redefine public debt as government debt. According to the legislation Armenia’s public 

debt cannot exceed 60 % of the GDP, and in case of exceeding 50 %, the budget deficit 

cannot exceed the 3 % of the GDP. The RA state budget deficit went over the 3 % only 

three times: in 2000, 2009 and 2010. As explained by the executive the public debt 

concerns the actions by the government, therefore the restriction shall apply to the 

government debt only and not concern the Central Bank.  

 

 

The four loan agreements ratified over the extraordinary sessions following the regular 

session increased the RA foreign debt by around $500 million.  



 According to the agreement signed by the Republic of Armenia and the Eurasian 

Development Bank, the latter will extend 150 million euros to finance the construction 

of the “North-South” road transport corridor. The deadline for the loan availability 

period is December 31, 2018 and it is issued for 20 years at an interest rate of 1.65 %.  

  

 Armenia will receive another two loans from the same bank in the amount of 52 million 

drams for the Improvement of the Electrical Transmission Network Program (repayment 

term is 25 years, with floating interest rate) and $30 million for the Social Investment 

and Local Development Program (repayment term is 25 years, with floating interest 

rate). 

 

 The RF government will extend an export loan of $200 million to finance the supply of 

Russian-produced military-related goods (the term is 13 years, with a grace period of 3 

years, at 3 % interest rate). 

The NA approved another agreement on the German-Armenian financial cooperation, which 

will allow Armenia to receive financial assistance from KfW on preferential terms in the 

nearest future. The document implies signing of loan agreements in 5 areas for the total 

amount of 205 million euros. In fact, 2 of the agreements will be signed by the Central Bank. 

 

Export monopolization risks in NA's focus of attention 

 

The 7th session was noted for a large number of legislative amendments in the taxation area. 

Two of them merited the attention of the parliament especially due to the haste demonstrated 

by the government, motives for these initiatives and vague aims. 

 

The substance and rationale of the legislative amendment: The amendment offers preferential 

terms in relation to proft tax for RA resident organizations engaged in export. The profit tax 

rate is set at 2% versus the existing 20% for those organizations which meet all 4 criteria: they 

have an export plan approved by the government, they exported goods with a customs value of 

On March 3, 2015 the parliament adopted the draft law proposing amendments to the law on 

Profit Tax with 68 votes in favor, 11 against and 23 abstaining. The Republican faction voted 

in favor of the package with PAP and ARF abstaining and ANC and the Heritage voting 

against. The RoLP did not participate in the vote.  



at least 50 billion over the reporting year, deposited the same amount in bank accounts and did 

not earn income from the economic activity carried out in Armenia. The government believes 

that such benefits seek to stimulate export.  

 

Th substance of the amendments and their rationale: The amendment made to the law on 

Income Tax set a 13 % preferential income tax rate for paid workers of the resident 

organizations exporting construction and installation works outside the RA. The government 

wants to motivate the RA citizens who are work migrants engaged in construction and have 

employment contracts with organizations abroad where they pay income tax, to legally 

register as workers in Armenian organizations so the income tax from their income will go into 

the RA State Budget. In this case it is not the work migrant who enters into a contractual 

relationship with the non-resident organizations but the local organization where they are 

registered as paid workers. As explained by the government the initiative seeks to stimulate the 

export of construction services and secure additional receipts for the state budget.  

By amendments made to the other law included in the package, that is the RA Law on Profit 

Tax, the profit tax assessed from organizations engaged in construction and installation works 

outside the RA is calculated at the rate of 5 % of the profit. The preferential treatment is to be 

applied only to business entities that will operate according to export business plans approved 

by the RA government. Preferential profit tax is set also for organizations carrying out export 

from other countries to EAEU space through Armenia in the amount not less than 50 billion 

drams and clearing customs in Armenia. 

Potential risks of the tax amendments: The two legislative initiatives bear certain risks 

associated not only with the creation of anticompetitive conditions for the export of goods, 

Note:  On May 7, 2015 the parliament adopted the legislative package proposing amendments 

to the laws on Income Tax and Profit Tax with 68 votes in favor, 14 against and 16 

abstaining. The Republican faction voted in favor of the package with ANC, RoLP and the 

Heritage voting against. PAP and ARF faction deputies abstained or did not vote.  

The package, coined by the public as the “Guest workers' law”, was adopted through a special 

procedure over the extraordinary sitting initiated by the government on May 5. The votes on 

the first and second readings were arranged in a 24-hour setting. Due to being submitted 

hastily a day before the extraordinary sitting, the package was not properly discussed in the 

NA standing committee on economic affairs, and was also presented without the legal expert 

evaluation letters which shall be attached to the drafts as required by law. 



works and services but also with demographic security. The executive demonstrates haste in 

offering preferential tax treatment considering that no resident organization in Armenia (with 

the exception of the mining sector companies for which the preferential tax treatment does not 

apply) meets the criteria of securing export volumes of 50 billion drams.  

If the initiatives seek to stimulate export and not offer preferential tax treatment to certain 

organization(s) in the sector, then it prompts the question of why the profit tax is reduced 10 

times for organizations securing exports exceeding 50 billion drams which by the standards of 

the Armenian economy is extremely high. In the course of adoption of the amendments the 

representative of the government maintained that the rationale for setting such a high 

threshold was for the resident organizations to not form artificial units to be able to enjoy the 

preferential profit tax. However, prior to fully adopting the draft law in the second reading it 

became clear that such a restriction is not going to be imposed. On the other hand, preferential 

treatment was set to be applied for export of goods and services only to the Eurasian Economic 

Union member states although the logic of an export-stimulating tax policy implies that no 

restrictions should be set with regard to export directions. 

The only guarantee to not allow for any organization engaged in export to enjoy “greenhouse 

conditions” or rule out conditions leading to abuse of dominant position is the mechanism of 

approving the export business plans by the government. The amendments imply transparent 

and credible procedures for this process to avoid risks of protectionism. The legislature was 

able to make sure that when approving or declining the plans the government follows the 

procedure designed by the parliament. However the NA did not set the key and minimum 

principles for these standards in terms of ensuring impartiality and transparency. 

 

The issue of monopolization of export in the election programs. 

 

The political forces have covered the issue of monopolization and unfair competition in their 

election programs in the context of import, domestic market relations, but not in terms of 

export. Common programmatic views in this area are reflected in the voting picture of the 

factions. Although these draft laws were two separate initiatives, the voting record of the 

factions practically repeated itself for both. The opposition, namely the ANC, the Heritage and 

the RoLP voted against and PAP and ARF partly abstained whereas the RPA, representing the 

political majority together with certain PAP faction members and independent deputies voted 

in favor. The draft laws were adopted solely through the mobilization efforts made by the 

political majority. This reality illustrates the lack of trust and reservations of the parliamentary 

minority about the true aims of the initiatives. 

 



The RoLP is the only parliamentary force that dedicated a separate chapter to antimonopoly 

policy in its election program. Stressing the need for equal terms for business entities the RoLP 

did not offer any practical suggestion staying within the declarative formulations of addressing 

the issues through targeted programs. The faction voted against both initiatives mostly citing 

the lack of adequate oversight mechanisms. The voting picture is consistent with the 

programmatic points on getting rid of artificial monopolies and unemployment through 

creating jobs. 

The ARF voted against and abstained stating that the executive was guided by the sole aim of 

increasing budget receipts and had ignored the other socio-economic aspects. All the risks 

arising from these initiatives (with regard to employment, competetiveness of the economy, 

the situation in export, inadequate compensation, demographic crisis) were noted in the 

election program as primary challenges. For the ARF offering tax benefits to powerful business 

entities is an effective mechanism to stimulate export, with the qualification that they need to 

be manufacturing and not merely goods transferring enterprises. 

The PAP election program is markedly social. It is built on the logic of reducing migration 

from the country through increasing employment and stimulating self-employment of citizens. 

The basis for tax policy is the progressive taxation principle without specifying how much it 

concerns the exporting organizations. According to PAP program the issue is not so much the 

monopolization of the economy, but rather the state supervision over the business entities 

enjoying a dominant position.  

The faction voted against or abstained in the vote on the initiatives proposing preferential tax 

treatment arguing that the government failed to present calculations and projections that 

would justify the need for them. 

The ANC faction voted against these initiatives seeing pre-conditions for unequal competition 

in the export. One of the concerns associated with the adoption of the drafts was that they 

might end up serving a certain business person or an organization in setting preferential 

conditions for the export. This position is in line with the points set out in ANC's “100 steps” 

presented as an election program. They suggest that all kinds of oligopolies and monopolies be 

eradicated and over 10% of the monopolistic revenue be brought under taxation.  

The Heritage voted against both drafts mostly because it believed the draft laws were rushed 

and passed with violations of the procedure. In its election program the party stressed the 

issues of making changes in the economic system and increasing the export volumes through 

stimulating production. As mechanisms for this they viewed the protection of economic 



competition, revision of tax and customs legislation without detailing the nature and direction 

of the necessary changes. For the faction the improvement in progressive taxation legislation 

leading to concentration of tax burden on large businesses and the shift from oligopolistic 

economy to a free market one is considered critical. 

RPA. The faction voted in favor of the draft laws despite the remarks made by faction 

members with regard to certain clauses and the view that the executive had demonstrated a 

hasty approach in the course of adoption of the drafts. The voting picture is in conflict with 

both the RPA election program and the logic of the government program for 2014-17. The 

party's approach set out in them was ruling out abuse of the dominant position in the market, 

assigning a critical role to the development of small and medium entrepreneurship indicating 

the need to come up with legislative initiatives aimed at better protection of their interests and 

more favorable conditions for doing business. This goes against the initiatives setting 

preferential profit tax rates for an organization with business plans exceeding 50 billion drams, 

which would be a large organization, perhaps having a monopoly as well. It is also in conflict 

with the committment of the government stated in its own work program to create favorable 

conditions for diversification and stimulation of export and to conquer new export markets 

given that the preferential treatment is set for export or transit only to/through EAEU member 

states. 

 

NA Budget Office  

By making amendments and additions to the Law on NA Rules of Procedure the legislature 

initiated the process of creation of the budget office in the NA. The aim is to strengthen the NA 

oversight of the budget management, and by extension the government's work through 

providing expert assistance to the deputies and NA standing committees on the draft budget and 

its performance as well as on Control Chamber annual and current reports. 

The budget office in its status of a working group has the following key functions: preparation of 

general as well as sectoral or program-based abstracts and information letters on the state 

budget, assistance in the formulation of the recommendation of deputies with regard to the draft 

Note:  On March 25, 2015 the parliament adopted the legislative package proposing 

amendments to the Law on the National Assembly Rules of Procedure and another 2 related 

laws with 88 votes in favor, 20 against and 4 abstaining. 4 factions, the RPA, ARF, RoLP and 

Heritage supported the package in the vote, with ANC and PAP voting against.  



budget, progress reports on budget performance, receipts and expenditures, transactions with 

non-financial assets, online monitoring of the sources of state buget deficit financing, public 

debt, credit programs, formulation of queries and interpellations by deputies regarding grants, as 

well as provision of information notes on the Control Chamber’s annual or current reports and 

conclusions.  

 

The independence factor and the risks  

 

In different countries such offices have different description of functions. Unlike many other 

countries where the budget offices also perform the function of macro- and microeconomic 

institutional analysis, the NA budget office in Armenia will be vested with the authority to only 

provide professional consultancy and informational support.  

 

The set-up of the office can address 2 key issues: 

 

 in the context of introduction of the program budgeting the experts can raise the 

level of deputies' competency with regard to its specific features. 

 

 The scope of authority vested in the NA by the Constitution includes sufficient legal 

and institutional mechanisms to perform an annual budget oversight, but the parliament did not 

have effective levers to carry out continuous oversight over the budget performance. The duty 

assigned to the budget offices to prepare trimonthly progress reports can give the NA an 

opportunity to fill this gap. 

 

The preparation of the overviews or abstracts of the draft state budget and the budget 

performance reports by the expert team makes it easier for the deputies, factions and committees 

to work with these voluminous documents of key significance. This implies that for all NA 

factions the trust towards the work of the office is going to be a primary factor. Even though it is 

stated that the failure to provide notes, descriptions, information upon request of the deputies 

without valid reason, as well as not doing it in a timely manner or providing not reliable, 

incomplete information can lead to disciplinary measures against such experts, however the 

procedure is not clear. The guarantee for the efficiency of the budget office is not only its 

specialized competence and expert potential, but also the ability to be guided by the principle of 

impartiality which is directly contingent upon the level of the situational and functional 

independence of the office. 

 



The NA Rules of Procedure state that the office enjoys functional autonomy. In this case it 

implies autonomy from the NA staff, because even having freedom in the internal coordination 

of the work, the office is directly subordinate to the NA Standing committee on Financial-Credit 

and budgetary affairs, which implementing the overall coordination and monitoring of its work. 

The office reports to this committee with the coordinating expert performing the instructions of 

the head of the standing committee. 

 

The programmatic and actual positions of the factions 

Not all the NA factions have stressed the issues concerning the NA oversight function, the 

strengthening of its political role and the accountability of the government in their election 

programs. This, in the first place, is about the coalition parties-the RPA, PAP and RoLP which 

were part of the government back in 2012 (in the time when the election programs were 

designed and presented). These political forces representing the government, in fact, settled for 

the existing level and toolset of NA's oversight with regard to the adoption of the budget and its 

performance. Despite this and perhaps factoring in the current state of affairs, the RPA and 

RoLP voted in favor of establishment of the budget office whereas the PAP faction deputies 

representing the party voted against. In support of its position the latter cited the unwillingness 

to contribute to an even greater administrative resource.  

In ANC faction’s “100 steps” which served as an election program the issues of checks and 

balances of the branches of the government and strengthening the NA's oversight role are not 

covered, but the issue of getting rid of unnecessary links in the state administration (including 

the NA's) was treated as critical. However, the ANC found the introduction of the budget office 

unacceptable not based on their programmatic position, but because it believed that the creation 

of such body is anticonstitutional. 

The positions of the ARF and the Heritage factions stemmed from their programmatic points. 

The ARF views the setup of an effective mechanism for oversight of the state budget receipts 

collection, performance of expenditures and use of funds attracted from foreign countries and 

international organizations in the context of the introduction of the program budgeting system. 

It is no coincidence that the ARF was the main advocate for the idea of setup of the office and 

one of the active authors of the legislative initiative. The Heritage has not presented any 

proposal or model to improve or change the budgetary policy and the mechanisms for the 

government's accountability, however it described the lack of oversight by the legislature of the 

executive as one of the manifestations of failure of the statehood over the past 20 years.  

 



Public debt redefined 

 

Substance and rationale of the legislative amendment: The only amendment to the Law on 

Public Debt proposed replacing the word “public” in Articles 5, 7 and 8 of the law adopted in 

2008 with the word “government”, and redefining public debt as government debt. As a result of 

the change the debt size restrictions apply to the government debt and not public debt. The 

government cites the need to clearly define the maximum deficit limit in the state budget 

within the budgetary process. 

By law Armenia's public debt cannot exceed 60 % of the GDP, and in case of exceeding 50 %, 

the budget deficit cannot exceed the 3 % of the GDP. As explained by the executive the public 

debt concerns the actions by the government, therefore the restriction shall apply to the 

government debt only and not concern the Central Bank. 

The issue of foreign debt in the election programs 

The question of foreign debt in the election programs of the parliamentary political forces is 

reflected not so much as a key challenge faced by the socio-economic policy of the state, but 

rather as an issue derived from other economic factors and not so relevant. In 2012 Armenia's 

foreign debt was 4.369 billion dollars or 42,6% of the GDP. The problem here is not so much the 

emerging risks of exceeding the statutory limit of public debt during this period, but more the 

rate at which it has been accumulating since 2009. 

3 out of 6 parliamentary forces, the RPA, RoLP and Heritage have not covered at all the issues 

around the effect of the size of public debt and its servicing in their election programs.  

The PAP did not stress the need to reduce the share of foreign debt in GDP, but rather the need 

to ensure transparency of attraction of foreign borrowing and their use and to fine-tune the 

levers of oversight. However, the issue of capping the foreign debt was not covered. 

Note: On June 23, 2015 the parliament adopted the draft law proposing amendments to the 

RA Law on Public Debt with 63 votes in favor, 23 against and 2 abstaining. Only the 

Republican faction voted in favor of the package. The draft law was discussed through a 

special procedure over the extraordinary session initiated by the government on June 15. The 

draft passed the first reading on June 22 and the second one on June 23.  



The ARF believed that the issue of foreign debt was relevant not so much in the context of 

possible difficulties in its servicing, but more in the context of recovery of the financial market 

and ensuring cost-effectiveness. The party set forth the idea of issuing credit funds received 

from other countries and international organizations to banks and credit organizations at 0% 

interest rate. 

Only the ANC from the parliamentary forces projected tendencies of increased risk in foreign 

debt servicing back in 2012 coming up with pragmatic and specific suggestions, which are not 

consistent with the policy implemented and the logic of the law adopted by the NA. The 

introduced amendments give the Central Bank the authority to attract foreign funds without 

restrictions, however the ANC feels strongly that the “freedom” of the Central Bank in this 

matter shall be restricted through legislation equipping the government with the oversight 

levers for Central Bank's foreign liabilities. From where the ANC stands only the government 

shall have the authority to attract foreign funds. From this standpoint the “against” vote of the 

faction stems fully from this programmatic point.  

 

PARLIAMENTARY HEARINGS 

Impact and effectiveness 

The format of parliamentary hearings ensures public participation and influence over law-

making work. The hearings seek to set up efficient communication among the parliament, state 

and other structures as well as the public and expert circles in the design of laws or underlying 

principles of the laws regulating issues of public importance. 

The practice of hearings is regulated by the law on NA Rules of Procedure as well as procedures 

of NA Standing committees which state that holding hearings is one of the functions of the 

standing committees. The Law on NA Rules of Procedure requires that the standing committees 

organize at least 1 hearing over each session on issues within the scope of the areas assigned. The 

committees are free to not only choose the topics put up for discussion and set the procedures 

(including whether the hearings are going to be public or closed), but also to initiate joint 

hearings.  

 

 

 



 

On one hand, the requirement to hold at least 1 hearing over the session does not allow the 

arbitrary use of this efficient format which provides feedback, on the other hand it creates an 

opportunity for formalization of the parliamentary hearings and turning it into an end in itself. 

It increases the risk of simply meeting the formal side of the requirement and holding hearings 

around not so important and secondary issues.  

Perhaps the most justified and targeted hearings invited over the session were the two initiated 

by the NA standing committee on state and legal affairs “on the legal processes associated with 

the tragic events of January 12, 2015 in Gyumri” and on the draft law on the Protection of 

Personal data as well as the hearings ahead of the EU Eastern Partnership Riga Summit held by 

the standing committee on European integration.  

On the other hand, the reasoning behind the hearings initiated by the standing committee on 

Healthcare concerning international practice of the medical specialty and independent medical 

professional activity was not clear. Let us note that the explanation of the committee itself was 

that the hearings wer held in order to familiarize the stakeholers with the latest developments 

of the field. Or, the standing committee on economic affairs held hearings in order to discuss the 

rationale for the review of electricity tariffs at the time when not only the inevitability of the 

increase of tariff was evident but also the specific timelines and amount of increase. 

A general observation allows us to pick the following issues affecting the efficiency of the 

hearings as a concept: 

Note: During the 7th session of the NA of the 5th convocation only 8 out of 12 standing 

committees complied with the requirement of the law to hold at least 1 sitting: the 

committee on state and legal affairs (2), the committee on defense, national security and 

internal affairs (2), the committee on healthcare, maternity and childhood (1), the committee 

on territorial administration and local self-government (1), the committee on economic 

affairs (1), the committee on financial-credit and budgetary affairs (1), the committee on 

foreign relations (1), the committee on European integration (1). 

4 committees did not hold hearings: standing committees on social affairs, science and 

education, agriculture and environment, human rights protection and public affairs. They did 

not offer any explanation as to why the requirement of the law was not met. 



 In some cases the concept of hearings is used not as a platform to discuss important draft 

laws, but as an opportunity to justify and illustrate the inevitability of the decisions 

already made. For instance, in the 6th session the standing committee on Economic 

Affairs held hearings on joining the Eurasian Economic Union Treaty only on the eve of 

the ratification of the treaty, or, in the 7th session the same committee held hearings to 

discuss the grounds for the revision of electricity tariff, whereas it was already known 

when and for how much the tariff will be raised. These examples also illustrate the fact 

that the hearings are often organized not so much to actually discuss, find and offer 

solutions to the issues resonating with the public but rather in order to ease public 

tension formed around them. 

 The real level of impact or effectiveness of the hearings is nearly impossible to measure. 

No criteria are designed to determine the extent to which the professional remarks and 

recommendations voiced in the hearings are taken into consideration in the course of 

improving the draft laws. In practice, the functional significance of the hearings is 

narrowed down to sharing of ideas and ensuring diversity of opinions.  

 

However, Clause 6 of Article 32 of the Law on the NA Rules of Procedure states that the 

committee can prepare materials summing up the results of the hearings (written speeches, 

recommendations, conclusions, notes and other information presented on the topic of the 

hearings), which can be published at the proposal of the committee upon the consent of the 

National Assembly President. So, the NA Rules of Procedure give a minimal opportunity to 

assess and analyze the results of the hearings. But since the performance of this function is not 

of mandatory, but rather of discretionary nature, such materials are either not prepared or not 

published. On the NA official website no such materials are posted under any of the 12 standing 

committee sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ETHICS COMMITTEE 

However, the situation is logical seen against the performance indicators of the Ethics 

committee in the previous sessions: the statistics of applications reveals a pronounced declining 

trend. 

In particular, in the 2nd session of the NA of the 5th convocation the committee received 13 

applications, in the 3rd session in received 6, in the 4th 2 and in the 5th it received 3 applications. 

In the previous 6th session the ad-hoc Ethics committee received only 1 application which 

however was not admitted for proceedings. So, the absence of applications in the 7th session 

demonstrates that the Ethics committee has decisively rendered itself redundant as the only 

body for regulating the ethics and conflict of interest matters associated with deputies and is 

now of formal nature. 

Contributing factors (expert review) 

 At the beginning of the 5th convocation the large number of applications submitted to 

the Ethics committee attested to the high level of public interest towards the new body. The 

majority of the applications cocnerned the conduct of deputies representing the NA political 

majority. This prompted the majority to amend the Law on NA Rules of Procedure and change 

the principles of setting up the committee and at least equalize the votes of the representatives 

of the non-ruling factions and the political majority. This position, as well as the fact of being 

guided by the obvious principle of political projection during the votes resulted in a sharp 

decrease in motivation of the non-ruling forces to take part in the work of the committee with 

the ANC faction boycotting the work of the Ethics Committee altogether. 

 

 The course of review of applications by the committee as well as the practice of 

consistently rejecting the review of the majority of the applications demonstrates a tendency to 

narrow down as much as possible the evidence base of the ethics violations and thus weaken 

the motivation and reasons to apply to the committee. Admittedly, in some cases the decisions 

not to process the applications were justified given that the questions raised in them were 

outside the purview of the Ethics Committee, due to the low awareness or misperceptions of the 

applicants when it comes to the functions of the committee.  

Over the entire 7th session the NA Ethics Committee did not receive any applications, did not 

hold a sitting and issued no decisions. This is the first such case since the setup of the Ethics 

committee in the parliament.  



However the disregard of the grounds presented in the applications concerning the cases that 

resonated with the public and their arbitrary treatment led to a significant drop in the public 

trust towards the committee. This is also reflected in the fact that from May 31, 2012 to 

September 8, 2014 the NA ad-hoc committee on Ethics issued 23 decisions in total, 8 of which 

or 32% was about initiating a discussion, and only in case of 3 the committee issued decisions 

stating the violation.  

 Obvious tendencies to avoid publicizing the decisions stating the facts of violation of 

norms of ethics were noted. One of its key manifestations is that the decisions of the committee 

on violation of ethics rules are simply distributed to the deputies on a hard copy. However, the 

Law on NA Rules of Procedure clearly states, that the head of the Ethics Committee publishes 

the decisions and conclusions of the committee in the upcoming four-day sittings of the regular 

session of the National Assembly followed by their placement on the official website of the 

National Assembly. Partial performance of legislative requirements or their own interpretation 

can be described as an attempt to reduce the effect of moral denunciation of the violating 

deputy as well as the opportunities for its publication. 

 

  The decisions made by the committee over different sessions do not have any major 

impact. The reason is that the identification of these violations, apart from the moral aspect, 

does not lead to any legal, financial, disciplinary, administrative consequences. The exception is 

the acknowledgment of the fact of violation of the requirements of Part 1, Article 65 of the 

Constitution (restriction for the deputy to engage in entrepreneurial activity or hold a different 

post in state or local bodies of self-government or commercial organizations), which can lead to 

the termination of the mandate of the deputy.  

 

 The committee members are not vested with the authority to initiate proceedings based 

on violations of regulations concerning ethics norms or conflict of interest by their colleagues. 

This legislative gap does not allow the committee members to boost the Ethics Committee's 

performance and efficiency on their own. In their capacity as deputies they can apply to the NA 

Ethics Committee solely within the scope of specific matters concerning themselves and stated 

by law.  

So instead of establishing itself, developing and becoming a part of the parliamentary work, the 

concept that is one of the key components of modern parliamentarism fails turning into an 

incapable, meaningless and unnecessary element. There is a significant need to strengthen the 

regulatory role of the committee, increase the practical impact of its decisions and to make 

legislative amendments and additions or hold public discussions that would envisage certain 

disciplinary measures when violations are established. 


